Kletterwald Haltern | Hullerner Str 109 | 45721 Haltern am See

Self-Assessment / Consent Form
Please write legibly:
Adult / Custodial:

Children:

(Please fill in even if you don`t climb)

___________________________________
Full Name

______________________________________
Full Name, Age, Child 1

___________________________________
Street, No.

______________________________________
Full Name, Age, Child 1

___________________________________ ______________________________________
Postcode, City, Country
Full Name, Age, Child 1
_______________________________________________________________________________
You or your child(ren) suffer of heart trouble, asthma, epilepsy, trouble with your back, any other
physical or mental restriction leading to a higher risk for your own health or of any other person? Are
emergency medications carried? Please write down here:
_______________________________________________________________________________________

If you are not sure you can undertake the climbing adventure, please seek advice from your doctor!
Declaration of Consent by parents/ person with legal responsibility of minors
(Participant is under 18 years)
I acknowledge that I and the child(ren) in my care have read and understood the general terms and
conditions.
 Kids parcours
My kid climbs only on the 3 kids parcours, supervised by an adult on the ground. One adult can
supervise up to 8 children. In special group programs children are acompanied by a skilled
trainer.
 High parcours: Child 8 to 12 years
My kid is supervised by a climbing adult all the time. One adult can supervise up to 3 children.
In special group programs children are acompanied by a skilled trainer. (no supervising by an
adult necessary).
 High parcours: Child 8 to 12 years
My kid is allowed to climb on his/her own in small groups.
 Archery / TeamBuilding / Combination program
Archery, TeamBuilding and Combination programs are acompanied by a skilled trainer.
Hereby, in my capacity as guardian, I authorize the aforementioned children to visit Kletterwald
Haltern.
I agree that the Kletterwald Haltern (TreeEmotion GbR) archives this information for a maximum of 36 months and then properly
destroy it. Further use of the data (for example for third parties) does not take place.

Date, Signature: _____________ __________________________________

